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Supporting the Visual-Cognitive Sciences by Exploring the Application of Photographic
Composition to Visual Scene Displays
Pitt, K., McCarthy, J., Pitt, A.
Abstract
AAC systems may be accessed via techniques such as touch, eye gaze and switch scanning,
which are then translated into communication output. Traditionally, aided AAC displays utilize a
grid layout, arranging communication items in a decontextualized manner. In contrast, visual
scene displays (VSDs) utilize context rich images (e.g., photographs) that depict events and
activities, presenting communication items in a contextualized manner (e.g., a toy in a toy chest;
Wilkinson, Light, & Drager, 2012). Recent research focusing on principles of the visualcognitive sciences has found that even small changes in how we present communication items in
a grid or VSD format may positively influence communication outcomes (Light, Wilkinson,
Thiessen, Beukelman, & Fager, 2019). For instance, to support access to VSDs, research in the
visual-cognitive sciences has identified that including meaningful interactions and human figures
may engage individuals in scene content and promote VSD-based AAC success. AAC has a
history of benefitting from bringing the perspectives of outside disciplines into conversations
related to innovation and service delivery. Although digital photographs are easier than ever to
obtain, there is still room for consideration of what makes a “good” photograph and capturing
contextually rich photographs can make an enormous difference in the communication
interactions these images support. Principles of photographic and art composition may support
findings from the visual-cognitive sciences by limiting scene complexity through increased
image structure and brining the viewers’ attention to key scene elements (e.g., Peterson et al.,
2003) that may be targeted during direct selection or scanning-based paradigms. Therefore,
compositional factors may help ensure that an individual is not being distracted or possibly
‘pulled out’ of the scene during VSD viewing. Further, the use of compositional strategies in
VSD design may provide avenues for the sorting and categorization of communication content
on the AAC device, by allowing image sorting software to identify well composed images that
are most likely to support communication success and social participation.
Aims
1) Explore compositional factors that may support VSD access by highlighting key scene
elements.
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2) Identify how these principles may be rapidly applied in a ‘just in time’ communication
setting.
Method
Individuals with experience in art and photography completed a semi-structured
interview discussing how the principles of composition can build on the visual-cognitive
sciences literature to limit VSD complexity and highlight key scene elements by guiding image
structure and use of color. Further, interviewees discussed what camera settings could be used to
emphasize these compositional elements automatically. Following transcription, theme analysis
will be analyzed using a data driven coding approach (Gibbs, 2008).
Results
Data collection is in progress at the time of proposal. Preliminary results indicate
compositional principles such as 1) having the depicted meaningful activity fill a large amount of
the image frame, 2) having leading lines which ‘point’ the viewer toward focal elements, and 3)
considering the depth of field may support the identification of key scene elements. These results
support findings of the visual-cognitive science in relation to AAC display design (e.g.,
individuals with developmental disabilities were not distracted by background elements in
images where meaningful elements took up the majority of the scene; O’Neil et al., 2019).
Compositional principles may be quickly applied by automatic camera functions such as portrait
mode, and low aperture settings, which may be used to blur non-relevant scene information.
Conclusion
Results nay help guide VSD display design for both direct and indirect access methods, along
with future forms of AAC access technology. Photographic examples of identified composition
principles will be provided.
Learning Outcomes
Attendees will be able to discuss:
1) principles of the visual-cognitive sciences in relation to VSD design.
2) how principles of composition may inform VSD design.
3) the application of composition principles for VSD sorting.
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